
^CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF THE EYES* 

By P. R. PRABHAKAR 
State Hospital, Mirpur (Jammu State) 

In the course of out-patient work in the above 
hospital a child aged two months was shown 

* Rearranged by Editor. 
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.0 1116 by the mother, who gave the history that 

jt had never opened its eyes. At first it seemed 
the two eyelids were adherent, but on fur- 

ther examination it was found that they were 
retracted and that both eyes were completely 
f sent- This condition must be extremely laie 

ecause I have not been able to find any men- 
1Qn of it in the books at my disposal. 
.x wish to thank Dr. Fazel Rahman for per- 

mission to publish this note. 
Wote.?Professor M N. De, Professor of Pathology, 

-Hedical College/to whom we showed the above report, "as kindly supplied us with the following note on this 
condition: 
. Complete absence of the eyes, which is usually a 

patera! condition, is met with in healthy well-developed 
U 

1 ^ren, and is often associated with other malforma 
? Sl'ch as hare lip, supernumerary digits, etc. As 

' the eyeHds are well formed but may be adherent 

margins. The orbit is usually smaller than norma 

eS? ? hll?l bv coniunctiva. In all such cases, digital 

nS imation reveal either a cystic or a hard mobi e 

rt at. the extreme apex. The lachrymal gland * 

siiK ? 
r Present. The nodular mass is composed of the 

' 

V^fidiary parts 0f the eye derived from the inesoblastic 
iVi There is, however, a complete absence 

e essential nervous elements constituting an eje. 

J?" condition, though very rare, is occasionally met, 
111 fl>e out-patient clinics of any big hospital 

and 

of ^ell-recognized form of developmental anomaly 
c eyes.?Editor, I. M. G. 1 


